Why Psychology at UWM was a Great Choice for Me:

I got a chance to learn about the theoretical, experimental, and neuroscientific underpinnings of “why” and “who” we are, which fundamentally changed the way I thought about people and the world around me. In my second year at UWM, I participated in a Field Placement (class credit for volunteering/working) at the Wisconsin Early Autism Project and continued after this experience to work there until today (a little over 3 years now!). My experiences working and my classes inspired me to pursue an M.S. in Clinical Mental Health Counseling; and I ended up liking UW-Milwaukee’s Psychology program so much that I stayed here for my Post-Graduate program, too.

-Samuel Smith, Class of 2020

UW-Milwaukee’s Psychology program allowed me to explore my passion and interests through participation in research, small and interactive seminar courses, and a variety of course options which helped me explore numerous areas of the field. All of the faculty I worked with were incredibly knowledgeable and open to giving me individualized support and experiences which supplemented the content I learned about in lectures and advanced my understanding of how to apply specific concepts through real experiences in the field.

-Tessa Miskimen, Class of 2020
The Psychology program at UWM provided a diverse experience of learning both fundamentals of the field and exploring specific areas of focus, such as experimental social psychology and positive psychology. As a supplemental instruction leader for Psychology Statistics 210, I had the opportunity to help other students feel confident about succeeding in a course that initially might feel overwhelming.

-Ruben Prado, Class of 2020

For more information about the Psychology Major at UWM ... 

• Check out our Website [https://uwm.edu/psychology/](https://uwm.edu/psychology/)
• Contact Professor Deborah Hannula hannula@uwm.edu